
 

WHEN ?      Saturday 20th May 2023 (from 19.00 Vernissage Party)
  + Sunday 21st May 2023 (from 19.00 Finissage Pizza Party)
     Welcome every day from 10 AM - 18.00 PM 

WHErE ?      Eigelsteintorburg
     Eigelstein 135A
     50668 Köln
     Germany

For WHo ?     Friends, Fans & Want-To-Become Friends and Fans from
    All real lovers of great Contemporary Instruments and Bows 
    of the Violin Family, not to forget unsurpassed beautifully made books
    & all who appreciate finally good company and nice drinks in adequate quantity!

“THE-Expo -   
  THE ExHibiTors”:    THE 16 VioliNmakErs:

maarten dE kEukElEirE, Gent, Belgium
Elisabeth FRANKE, Darmstadt, Germany
maximilian FRANKE, Darmstadt, Germany
Nicolas GillEs, Montpellier, France
Thomas van der HEyd, Bamberg, Germany
Jacob Ho, Tainan, Taiwan
baptiste JuGuEra, Montpellier, France
ismail kaya, Iskenderun, Turkey
Wolfgang kury &
  Caroline krömmElbEiN, Seeheim-Jugenheim, Germany
mylene LASALLE, Corrèze, France
Jérémie lEGraNd, Cork, Ireland
Jan LIPINSKI, Poznan, Poland
Jihwan PARK, Cremona, Italy
Viateur ROY, Joinville, France
anton SOMERS, Antwerp, Belgium

THE 13 boWmakErs:

renato Casara, Padova, Italy
    sergio CHANQUIA, Paris, France

Johanna GABRIEL, Erlangen, Germany 
Josef P. GabriEl, Erlangen, Germany 
Thomas GiQuET, Sizun, France

    murat ufuk GÜlEr, Izmir, Turkey
    peter iVaNyi, Zebegeny, Hungary

Clémence de larTiGuE, Paris, France 
Vladimir mukHi WN, eimar, Germany 
duda rossoNi, Padova, Italy 
magdalena sapETa, Verona, Italy
mitsuaki sasaNo, Nice, France / Kyoto, Japan

    alexandre TiNTori, Lisbon, Portugal

“THE spECial-Expos”: FirsT TimE publiCly To bE sEEN iN ColoGNE ...

Dear Everybody!
Good News again to announce! 

Darling Publications is initiating a most exciting event again in Cologne. After the first Expo 
Cologne in 2022 we managed to get for two following days (difficult!) the very same spectacular 
location, the two-storey city gate of medieval Cologne in May, where we can welcome almost the 
double amount of violin makers as last year this time! A good opportunity to 1. meet some of 
the very talented makers of your own generation, 2. play some of their work and 3. have a drink 
together (in this proposed order or eventually the backward order is an option too...). Five violin 
maker - “primeurs” can be welcomed: Maarten De Keukeleire from Belgium, Wolfgang Kury & 
Caroline Krömmelbein from Germany, Jan Lipinski from Poland and from quite far: Ismail Kaya 
from Turkey, but last but not least, from even more far: Jacob Ho from Taiwan!
Same for this year invited bow makers of course, where we can welcome 4 “primeurs“of 13 
exhibiting bow makers: Sergio Chanquia, Clémence de Lartique and Thomas Giguet from France 
and Johanna Gabriel from Germany! 

Although this Cologne event by Darling Publications promises to be great fun already as the 
announcements by word of mouth received already hyper-enthusiastic joyful pre-reactions and 
certainly encourage us to make the best possible event for the exhibitors and the visitors! And 
hopefully for the enjoyable members of the Cologne Musical Community some more events of 
this kind will follow! Almost a tradition already, an informal gathering without any need to impress 
anyone or to show off what you can or have... The good company already exhibiting is welcoming 
other (good) visiting company to have a nice time. Needless to mention, but of course nobody will 
stay thirsty and hungry as always at our beloved shows! 

reserve some time and do come by for a visit. don´t miss the opportunity to tell your 
grandchildren you were at the (one day surely) historical 2023 second Cologne Cuvée darling 
event with talented makers and their work.  

Hope to see you 20th/ 21st May 2023 and welcome you for a drink (or two..) in Cologne!
Andy Lim, Darling Publications Cologne.

 So, where can so many goodies and excitement be seen and experienced?

Cuvée Darling 2023 is calling

Cuvée Darling 2023
Cologne exhibition

20 + 21 May 2023
From 10:00 AM - 18:00 PM

☛

☛

☛

☛

the Max Knopf pop-art eDition bows

the Multi-hanDs + staMps bows

the DisCo bows

the bows by aMeriCan bowMaKers

Eigelstein Tor Entrance
Eigelstein 135A
50668 Cologne
Germany

Parking reserved for the SMART 
from a certain local VIP!

+

Darling Publications
Cologne

+

Josef P. Gabriel 
Bowmaker

Thanks to our partners, suppliers, supporters, sponsors 
who made this event, the Publication and the 2 great parties in Cologne possible!

☛

+

☛


